A simple but general dissimilarity characteristic theorem was used in [l] to derive generating functions for counting various classes of graphs. We propose to use this result in a slightly generalized form, stated below as "Theorem,"
to give new and short derivations of Otter's dissimilarity theorem [7] , its generalization to cacti [3] (formerly called Husimi trees), and an elementary theorem for graphs [2] .
In general we follow standard terminology on graphs (König [ó] ); our graphs are finite, nonempty, and may have isolated points. A block of a graph ("Glied" in [ö] ) is a maximal connected subgraph containing no cut points of itself. For a given subgroup 21 of the automorphism group of the graph, we say that two points are similar if a permutation of SI sends one point into the other. By "the number of dissimilar points" of a graph we mean the number of equivalence classes of similar points in it; analogously for lines, blocks, etc.
Theorem.
Let G be a connected graph with n similarity classes of blocks (with respect to a group 21). Let p be the number of dissimilar points of G and pk be the number of dissimilar points in blocks of the kth similarity class. Then the following equation holds :
Proof. Exactly as in [l ] , but using similarity classes of points and blocks with respect to 21.
We now specialize (1) to obtain the dissimilarity characteristic equation for trees. An exceptional line of a graph is one whose endpoints are similar.
Corollary
1. In any tree, let p, q, and qe be the numbers of dissimilar points, lines, and exceptional lines respectively; then 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. For the tree of one point, (2) is trivial. In any other tree, every block is a line, and at most one line is exceptional.
Thus for each ordinary (nonexceptional) line constituting the &th block of the tree, pk -1 = 1, while for an exceptional line, pk -1 = 0. Therefore, on summing over all 77 dissimilar lines of a tree, we obtain n £ (At -1) = Ï -qe- Proof. Let us denote the number of dissimilar points, lines, and axes of symmetry of K in the &th block by pk, qk, and q% respectively. Also, let ck, c\, and c\ be the number of dissimilar cycles of the indicated kind in this block. We claim that (3) holds for this block:
This equation is easily verified separately for cycles that are pointsymmetric, line-symmetric, and neither. The proof can be found in [3] . On summing this equation over all dissimilar blocks of K and applying equation (1) proving the corollary. The third corollary differs from the first two in that it does not refer to similarity classes.
Corollary
3. In any connected graph G, let N and p be the number of blocks and points, and w,-the number of components of the graph obtained on removing the ith point of G. Then (4) N -J2ni + p= 1. i
Proof. To apply the theorem here, we define similarity with respect to the automorphism subgroup consisting only of the identity permutation.
Then no two distinct points of G are similar. With this stipulation, p is also the number of dissimilar points of G.
Obviously Z (pk -i) = 2~2 pk -n. 1 1 Now by (1) the left side is p -1. Each point a{ oí G is in m distinct blocks of G, one for each component formed by removing at-from G. Thus 2~2pk = 2~2ni since each sum counts every point as many times as the number of blocks in which it lies. This proves Corollary 3. It might seem that (1) could be applied efficiently in the proof of the dissimilarity characteristic equation for graphs [4] . However, applying (1) merely serves to reduce this equation to the case of graphs consisting of a single block; the proof in this case is just as difficult as for graphs in general.
